Stella30 Electric Cartridge Stapler UK

2101177

Product Description

Rexel's Stella 30 electric cartridge stapler is the compact and automatic solution to staple up to 5000 times without reloading. This small and compact machine operates with minimum noise and fits well in all crowded work areas. Intuitive to use, its clear window shows exactly where your document is stapled and the adaptable gauge helps you position your document accurately. The four suction cup feet hold the electric stapler in place when in use and prevent skidding and marking. Stella's 30 staples 2 to 30 sheets with its Rexel cartridge reload.

Features

- Compact size and quiet mechanism for crowded work areas
- Flat clinch for easy to stack documents
- Rexel No.5000 Staple Cartridge (code: 06308) included
- Easy jam-release mechanism
- Uses 220-240V mains adapter (included)
- Sheet capacity: 2-30 sheets
- Staples up to 5000 times without reloading

Specifications

- Colour: Black/Silver
- Stapler Size: Half Strip
- Country of origin: HK
- Minimum Order Quantity: 2

General Information

Colour: Silver / Black